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On the conformai types of algebraic surfaces

of euclidean space1

by Adbiano M. Gabsia

Introduction. It has been an open question for some time whether or not
the classical (i.e. C2 surfaces) of Euclidean space (3-dimensional) exhaust ail
possible conformai types. In the non compact case the question is still open. In
the compact case it can be shown (see [1] and [2]) that among the (700 surfaces
of Euclidean space there are surfaces conformally équivalent to any given
compact Riemann surface.

In this paper we are to improve the results in [1] and [2]. It will be shown
that for any given compact Riemann surface conformally équivalent models
can be found among the algebraic surfaces of ordinary space. Hère by "algebraic
surface" we mean a surface satisfying an équation of the type

F(x,y,z) 0

where F(x,y,z) is a real polynomial in its arguments.
The proof of this resuit will be based upon the methods and results contained

in [1] and [2]. Thus it will be a purely existential one. In our first approach to
the problem of imbedding Riemann surfaces we were able to give some explicit
constructions (see [3] and [4]), and thèse illustrate in a striking way some
conformai properties of compact Riemann surfaces and bring out some interes-
ting geometrical interprétations of the Schottky parameters. However, gênerai
constructive approaches may be very difficult to obtain.

As an illustration of the difficulties that arise in carrying out explicit com-
putations we point out that it is not known whether or not the affine images of
the tori of révolution contain ail conformai types of surfaces of genus one.

Perhaps it should be noted that the ease with which the results in [2] and

specially those of this paper are obtained illustrate once more the power of the
Teichmûller results on quasiconformal mappings and the usefulness of the
concept of Teichmûller space for the study of families of compact Riemann
surfaces.

The contents of this paper are divided into two sections. In the first section
we shall give a proof of a theorem on uniform algebraic approximation of Ck

manifolds, which is of some interest in itself. In the second section this resuit
is combined with the results of [1) and [2], to obtain the proof of the above
mentioned results on algebraic imbeddings.

*) This research was supported by the U.S. AirForce Office of Scientific Research.
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1. A theorem on uniform algebraic approximation of Gk compact manifolds of
a compact family

1.1 Let Eç be a family of compact Ck(k>2) submanifolds imbedded2)
in an Euclidean space En. Suppose that ail the Eç are differentiably homeo-
morphic to a fixed real algebraic manifold E of Em(m §| ft) • We shall assume
that the parameter f varies in a compact space and that Eç dépends con-
tinuously on £. We shall express thèse conditions in a more précise way. Let X
be a variable point in Em and let

F(X) 0

be the équation of E. Suppose that F(X) is a vector valued fonction whose

components are real polynomials in the components of X. We shall assume
that the differentiable homeomorphism between E and Eç for each | is

given by the vector function

Y Y(X, I) (defined for XcZ).
In other words for each £ Y(X, f) gives a one-to-one bicontinuous and bi-
differentiable map of E onto Eç. In addition we shall assume that f varies
in some compact portion G of a parameter space and that the mapping
Y(X,Ç) as well as its derivatives are continuous functions of (X,|) in
Ex G.
Under thèse assumptions the foliowing theorem holds.

Theorem. We can approximate the submanifolds of the family E( by those of
another family En, £ (where n is an integer) defined by maps

Yn Yn{X, S)

satisfying for n sufficiently large the same condition as Y(X,Ç) but in addition:
1. Each component of Yn is a rational function with real coefficients of the

components of X
2. For each €>0, by choosing n large enough we can achieve that

2a) | yn(x,f)~
2b) \dYn-dY\<€\dX\

for ail (X,Ç)€E x G.
Before proceeding with the proof we shall make a few observations. First

of ail we note that 2b) implies that Eni ç approximates uniformly Eç also

*) It should be understood that ail manifolds and surfaces referred to in this paper are to be
considered deprived of self-intersections.
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in the metric. In fact we can set

dYn dY+o(\dX\)
th6n dY* dY* + 2 o(dX)-dY+ o(dX*)

However, the term o(dX)-dY will also be uniformly small in view of the
compactness of E.

Next we should point out that while the functions Y(X, f) need only be
defined for Xe27, the functions Yn(X,Ç) are rational functions of the
unrestricted X and therefore are defined in a neighborhood of E and induce
an algebraic transformation of Em into En.

Perhaps we should mention that results of a nature similar to some of those

implied by this theorem already exist in the literature (see for instance [5],
[6]); however, under our assumptions we can give a much simpler and more
direct proof. To achieve this we need to introduce a few tools.

Let A (x) dénote a positive bell-shaped function of the real variable x C00

in (—oo,-foo), satisfying the conditions

i) A{x) A(-x)>0
ii) A (x) 1 for 0 < x < 1

iii) A (x) 0 for 3 < x
iv) A (x) < 1 for ail x

Let An(x) A(nx) and let Pn(x) be a séquence of real polynomials such

that for each n Pn(x) approximates An(x) and Pn{x) approximates An(x)
by an error of at most e~n in the whole interval — M, M). Hère M is
defined by

if Max |X-X'|2. (1.11)
X,X's2

We can assume without restriction that Pn(X) > 03) and that Pn(x)

We then define a function Kn(X, X') in Em x Em by setting

P I Y Y' |2\

K(xX) (ii2)

where by dET we mean the area élément on E. Clearly Kn(X, X') is well
defined and regular in X,X' at least when X is sufficiently close to E.

We shall set

)dEXi (1.13)

•) By replacing Pn (a?) by P^ (x) if necessary.
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and define En,ç to be the locus of Yn(X,Ç) as X describes E. Our
contention is that by choosing n large enough we can satisfy ail the requirements
of the theorem. The rest of the proof consists of a vérification that this assertion
is correct.

Property 2a) is almost obvious. In fact, by the continuity of Y(X, f) and
the compactness of E x G we can achieve that

f)|<e/2 (1.14)

holds for ail f eC and Xl9 X2 in E such that

for some suitable ô€.

XXX2 < ô€ (1.15)
table ô€.

However

Yn(X, |) - Y(X, S) S Kn(X, X') [Y(X', f) - Y(X, f)] dZx.

thus
| Yn(X, i) - Y(X, i) | < c/2 + 2L J K»(X, X1)

2
where we hâve set

Then, in view of the properties of Kn(X, X1) the inequality 2a) will hold as

soon as n is sufficiently large.
1.2 To prove the remaining part of the theorem we shall first introduce a

covering of Z by a finite number of open coordinate cells

with the property that as soon as X'X" < ô0, both X' and X" belong to
the same coordinate cell. In each of thèse cells, say Ot, we need to hâve a

parametrization of E in the form

X X{U) U (ul9 u2, ua) (a dimension of E)

where X U) gives a continuously differentiable homeomorphism of the open

baU E u\<l onto 0,.
We can also assume, without restriction, that ail our maps X(U) satisfy

the inequalities

m < X(UA^U^ < M (1.21,~ UxUt ~
We shall assume that m and M hâve been chosen in such a way that for ail
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(X, £) € S x G we have also

<MXX'. (1.22)

This is clearly possible since S x C is compact, the maps Y(X, £) are sup-
posed continuously differentiable4) and by assumption neither S nor any of
the Zç have selfintersections.

Suppose now that X is restricted to one of the coordinate cells. We can
write then X X(U) and set

FB(E7,f) Yn(X(U),O-
d a d

Let -7— Z a1 -^-j be a local tangent vector to S (defîned in 0t) whose

components a* are constants. We shall dénote by q the column vector whose

components are a1, a2, aa. Then, using matrix notation, we can set

^ I')-§- -QdZx.. (1.23)

By yxKn{X,X!) we dénote a row vector whose iih componentis

j -y
and -jfY is to dénote the Jacobian matrix of the map X X(U). Observe

now that

Vx Kn(X, X') - Vxi Kn(X, X') + Kn(Xf X') J Vr JTn(-X:, î7) dZ T. (1.24)

In addition for any ô > 0 we have

dU
• Q

dZ
dV on(l)\Q\6), (1-25)

where by we mean the élément of area in E in the F-coordinate System.dV
j -xr

In view of the continuity of -j=y we can

dX(V) dX(V)
du

4) Both ways.
8) By on(l) we mean a quantity which can be made uniformly small for sufficiently large n

independently of q, £ € C and U € O<
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and Ojfy(l) can be made uniformly small in each 0^ Substituting 1.24 in
1.25 and using 1.26, after some manipulations we obtain

dYn dX(V)

Y(X', Ç) Kn(X, X') dZx. S Vr Kn(X{U), T) \ T^
s{X(U)X(W) }

dS

dZ
dV dV

dW cys(l)«)

Integrating by parts and including the new small terms in on$(l) we get

dY. dY dZ
dV dV +

Y(X(V),j)Kn(X(U),X(V))

- J Y(X', f) Kn(X, X') dZx> J
2

X(W)) [-f- log dW

(1.27)

We then easily verify that

1) J KJX, X') -f- Y(X', ^- Y(X, f) + on>8(l)
dç

dZ
dV

dZ
dW w-u

Combining thèse résulta with 1.27 we get

A Yn(X, |) A (1.28)

Now, 1.21 implies that

m < | dX | < M \ dU

•) Hère On,«(l) représenta a quantity which can be made uniformly small for ail sufficiently
large n provided ô is chosen sufficiently small.
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andsetting q dU,dYn -jU~dU' and dY^ lÏÏdU in l'2S W

obtain
dYn dY+on>h(l)\dX\. (1.29)

This establishes 2b).
1.3 We are left to check whether or not for n large enough the sets Sn t

are really submanifolds.
In view of 1.29 we need only check whether we can prevent selfintersections.

To this end we observe that for XX' > <5O7) by 1.22 we shall hâve

S) Y(X'yÇ)>mô0

for ail £ € G. Thus, as soon as n is so large that

Yn(X, f) Y(X,

we shall also hâve

for aU ïî' > a0 and £ « G

If XX' < ô0, both X and Jl' will belong to the same coordinate cell 0t ;

we can thus write X X{V), X' Z(F) and

j
0

where the intégral is to be taken along the curve

X(t) X(U + t(V - U)) 0<t<l.
Substituting 1.29 in 1.31 we hâve

Yn(X', S) - Yn(X, S) Y(X', |) - Y(X, S) + jo.f8(l) \dX\.
0

But | dX | < Jf j dU |, so we can conclude that

- M\ onJb{l)\ U V,

Finally in view of 1.21 and 1.22

Yn(X',S) Yn(X,£) > (m -\ont8(l) \ ^)lT >^-XX'.
as soon as on$(l) is made sufficiently small. This complètes the proof of the
theorem.

7) For the définition of <50 see the beginning of section 1.2.
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2. Existence of algebraic imbeddings

Suppose we are given a Riemann surface 27O of genus g > 1 and we are
to show that there exists an algebraic surface of E3 which is conformally
équivalent to Zo. We shall hâve to distinguish the cases g 1 and g > 1.

2.1 The case g 1. We take as canonical models for thèse surfaces the
parallelograms

Pw {z: z X + jbtco, 1>A>O, l>^>0} (co a, complex number)

with points on opposite sides identified in the usual fashion. To fix our ideas

we shall take a model P^ conformally équivalent to 2JQ in such a way that

From the results of [1] it can be deduced that for ô > O sufficiently small,
we can construct a one-paramter family of C00 surfaces S^ of E3 one for
each co such that \ co — co0\ < ô, and each surface Zm is a small
déformation of the parallelogram model Pw

More precisely, we can construct a family of C00 vector functions Xœ (z)

mapping Pœ into EB which are periodic in z with periods 1 and co ; in
addition the metric of the surface 27W described by Xw (z) can be made so

close to that of Pœ that if Pa,/(a>) dénotes the canonical parallelogram asso-
ciated with the map X Xœ(z) of Pœ onto Z^ we hâve

| co'(co) - co\<ô/2 for | co - co0 \ < ô .8) (2.11)

Furthermore the function Xù)(z)> its derivatives and co'(co) are continuous
n { | co — coq I < ô} X Pw and \ co ~ coQ\ < ô respectively.

For our purposes it will be necessary to alter the maps X^z). This will be

done as follows. We define C nX as the map of the familiar torus S whose

équations are
(2 -f cos 2nu) cos 2nv

(2 + cos 2nu) sin 2nv
sin 2nu

into the parallelogram model P{ defined by setting

nX(u, v) u + iv

We then let vm be the affine transformation which deforms P{ into Pw and
sends the sides 1 and i of Pt onto the sides 1 and co of Pw. We finally

(2.12)

8) Actually in the construction given in [1] the maps Xa)(z) are not isometries only on régions
of Po> of arbitrarily small area. Furthermore in thèse régions the distortion in the metric is kept
uniformly (with respect to co) bounded.
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as a map of Z onto Z^. It is easy to see that the maps Y(X, co) defined
above hâve the properties required by the theorem on algebraic
approximations. Hère, £ is to be replaced by co and G by the set | co — co0 | < ô.

Consequently we can find a family of algebraic surfaces Zm defined by the

maps Y Yn(X, co) whose metrics are arbitrarily close to the metrics of
the corresponding surfaces Z^. If we dénote by Pmn{(û) the canonical paral-
lelogram model associated with the map Yn{X, co) of Z onto Z%, in view
of the déformation lemma established in [1] we shall hâve that

i) con(co) is continuous in co for | co — co0\ < ô

ii) By choosing n large enough we can assure that
| con(co) - co'{co) | <<5/2. (2.13)

Combining 2.11 with 2.13 we hâve that

| con(co) — co | < ô for \ co — co0\ < ô

Thus, by continu!ty we can be sure that there exists at least one coQ such
that ,xcon(co0') co0.

This establishes our resuit in the case g 1.
2.2 The case g > 1. We start by choosing a fixed imbedded O00 surface

21 of genus g, and let X Xx{u, v) be a parametrization of Ul9 which
is given by the Poincaré uniformization of 2JX. To be spécifie, let U dénote
the open unit disk in the w u + iv plane. We hâve a Fuchsian group O

such that U/O is a Poincabé model conformally équivalent to 27, We then
choose a fundamental région n for the group G and let X X(w) be the
conformai map of U onto Sx which uniformizes the universal covering of
Z1. We obtain then ail of Zx as an image of n under X(w).

We represent every élément of Teichmûller space Tg for genus g, as a
couple (2*, r) of a Reemann surface of genus g and a topological map r of
Zx onto Z. We recall that the couples (Za, tJ, (Zb, rb) such that Za can
be mapped conformally onto Zb in the homotopy class of T6~1ra are to be
identified.

We then choose a basis

0x(w), &2(w). 0N(w) (N 3g- 3)

for the quadratic difïerentials of Zlt and as customary we introduce in Tg
the Teichmûlleb coordinates corresponding to Zx and this ehoice of

01,02,...,0N.
This is done as follows.
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We represent each point f of the open bail B in 2^-dimensional Euclidean
space in the form

where the Ç/s are complex numbers satisfying the conditions

For each £ e B we set
N Êi

0ç(w) Z — &i(w)

and

d8\ I ®i I I ** + | £ |

We then use ds* as a new conformai metric on Zx to define a Riemann surface

Zç^Z^ds]) for each ÇeB.
It is a conséquence of Teichmûlleb theorem that for each couple {S, r)

there exists a unique f such that (Z,r) is équivalent to {Sg, I) : where /
is the identity map in 271} or better, the projection Zx (ds\) -> Sx. We take
the models Zç Zx (tfe|) as canonical models for the éléments of Tg.

Now, let two numbers q and à such that 0<<5<g<l be given and set

In [2], for any such choice of q and <5 we hâve presented a method of construc-
ting a family X(w, |) of C00 déformations of Zx which has the following
properties :

i) The functions X(w,£) for each S e BQJ as w varies in ut, describe a

regularly imbedded C00 surface Qç.
ii) The vector X(w, f) and its w-derivatives are continuous functions of

(w,Ç) in U X BQ.

iii) If we dénote by Z^^ the canonical model corresponding to the couple

(Qf, t), where r is the map defîned by letting X(w) be the image of X(w,ij),
the function £'(£) is continuous in BQ.

iv) Pinally for each | € Bc we hâve

|r(!)-f|<<5. (2.21)

We also hâve that if ds2a and ds2b are two metrics on Z1, and we set
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then the extremal quasiconformal map of U^ds^) onto i^fcfo*) has a
dilatation which satisfies the inequality

ko<k.
By known results (cfr.[7]) on Teichmûller coordinates, we can assure that

if Zça and Zgb are the canonical models corresponding to U^ds^) and
l), then we shall hâve

I £.-£»!<« (2.22)

provided fo is kept in a compact portion of B, say Bc, and

Jc<l + €(Ô) (2.23)

for some sufficiently small e(ô).
2.3 With thèse premises, we pick a fixed algebraic surface S of genus g

and let w(Z) w be the équation of a twice continuously diflferentiable map9)
of S onto Zx. We then set

F= Y(Z,|) X(v(Z),f), (2.31)

and apply the theorem of section 1 to the family of surfaces Qç and the family
of maps in 2.31. Hère G is to be the set BQ.

We will then hâve a family of algebraic surfaces Q" described by the
functions

In view of the possibility of arbitrarily accurate uniform metric approximation
of Qç by Q* it will be possible to sélect n in such a way that

<l + e(ô). (2.32)

In addition, since Yn(Z,£) and its Z-derivatives will be continuous in
n X BQ, we shall hâve that if £g»fâ is the canonical model corresponding to

1. The fonction f*(£) will be continuous in Bq.
2. By 2.32 and 2.22 it will follow that

Combining this inequality with 2.21 we deduce then

| |"(£) - f | < 2 « for ail f e 5, (2.34)

•) Both ways.
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Let now «27^ be a canonical model conformally équivalent to the given
surface ZQ to be imbedded, and suppose that g and ô hâve been chosen in
such a way that

I fo I < Q ~ *à

We shall hâve then the foliowing situation

a) The function |" f" (|) is continuous in the sphère | £ — |0 | < 3<5

b) For aU | £ - £0 | < 3<5 we hâve | S"(S) - f | < 2<î.

Thèse two conditions assure the existence of a point rj0 in the sphère

I f - fo I < 3«

such that
*'(%) fo-

This establishes our resuit in the case g > 1.
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